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It’s been over 2500 years since Sun Tzu, the famous Chinese military
philosopher, wrote his timeless work The Art of War. Today, his tenants for
conducting military operations are taught and applied in the United States
military. If Sun Tzu’s principles can be applied to the modern battlefield, can
they be applied to the battlefield of cyberspace? Though the battles fought are
quite different from ancient China, Sun Tzu’s philosophies can aid when setting
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In The Art of War, Sun Tzu wrote that a country must have sufficient military
capability, “Military affairs are a country’s vital political concern,” and a country
must have a comprehensive security strategy, “the lands that are lethal or safe
and the ways that cause existence or destruction must never be taken lightly”.
(Sun Tzu 37) How appropriate this is for the cyber landscape! Any company
doing business on the Internet is concerned with defending it’s network and
critical assets against unauthorized intrusion or attack. Sun Tzu writes about
five key areas that apply to a company developing an information security
program: Leadership; Soldiers; Rules; Weapons; and War Plans.
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First Steps: Leadership
Sun Tzu stated, “Leadership causes people to follow their superiors willingly;
therefore, following them in death and in life, the people will not betray them.”
(Sun Tzu 38) A successful security practice starts with the head of the company
empowering a Security Manager and flows down through the security team
members. Sun Tzu addressed the ability of the political authorities, “Which Lord
has better leadership?” (Sun Tzu 39) A company which internalizes security at
its core, lays the foundation for a successful security practice. This
internalization starts at the top, “Senior management has to see the inseparable
link between computer and network use and computer and network security.”
(Avolio 3)
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The security practice must have strong leadership and credible skills. This
position requires an understanding of the company’s business as well as best
security practices. A balance must be struck between these two areas. Avolio
talks about the importance of this balance by saying that security “premises
firmly grounded in reality, that take into account the needs for both usability and
security,
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need, in a manageable way, while still delivering required services and enabling
profitability.” (Avolio 3)This position is also the interface between management,
which is focused on the business goals of the company, the security team,
which is focused on protecting the company, and the systems administrators,
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which are focused on the functionality of the infrastructure. This balance is very
tenuous; compromise and understanding are indispensable. Unfortunately, this
is generally where the breakdown in many organizations occur; mainly due to
lack of understanding. Forums, such as a security steering group, allows
representatives from all three areas to meet, discuss issues, and make
decisions to maintain the balance between security, functionality, and business
requirements. Around this leader, the security team needs to be built.
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Building Your Army
With the commander appointed; the army (security team) must be formed. The
make up of this team is solely dependent on the company. Size, type of
business, dependence on the Internet, and types of resources are all factors that
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When developing a security program, it is imperative to have a good middle
management. Sun Tzu wrote, “Commandership requires wisdom, credibility,
benevolence, courage, and discipline.” (Sun Tzu 38) Wisdom comes from the
manager listening to the security staff under their command. The staff has the
technical knowledge and understanding of the systems. The manager needs to
work their recommendations into the security strategy of the company. The
manager needs to be credible in the eyes of the staff and the company
employees. Experience, certifications, and knowledge quantify this credibility,
but the manager’s actions provide respect. Benevolence, courage and
discipline are also valuable qualities for a security manager when dealing with a
variety of unpredictable situation. With these layers of management in place the
“chain-of-command” or reporting structure is taking shape. Staff requirements
are still necessary to round out the team.
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As stated before, staffing is dependent on the needs of the company. Finding
the appropriate staff that meets the requirements laid out by management is
very important, but difficult. Consultants and managed service providers are
ways of augmenting the staff in positions that can not filled, “Depending upon
your internal capabilities, using an ASP (application service provider) or SSP
(security service provider) may make sense.” (Paul 5)
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Once the staff is in place, an ongoing training plan will maintain the level of their
expertise. When addressing this Sun Tzu asked, “Which side’s warriors and
soldiers are better trained?” (Sun Tzu 39) Quality of on-going training is an
important differentiator in information technology. New hacker attacks and
techniques crop up every day. In order to deal with these effectively, the team
must be equipped with the knowledge to succeed. Studying materials found on
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
hacker web-sites, attending security seminars (such as SANS Institute Seminar
Series), and participating in security forums are ways to keep up with the ever
changing hacker community. This information arms the security team with the
knowledge it needs to address the next step; setting the company’s security
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Rules: Creating the Company’s Security Strategy
The security team can not operate above the law. Sun Tzu said, “The rules are
in regulations for mobilization, official duties, and the management of materiel.”
(Sun Tzu 38) The greatest security professionals are worthless without a solid
security policy for them to enforce. Policies and procedures define what needs
protection, why it needs protected, and from whom it needs protection. In the
article, “Opening Your E-Business Perimeter,” Brooke Paul writes,
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“To implement a defense-in-depth architecture, you need to
understand the infrastructure systems and application involved and
the risks associated with each. If one layer in your infrastructure
has a known vulnerability, you can place controls in another layer
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By conducting and completing a risk assessment, the team sets the tone for a
security program by defining what and how assets are to be secured. How the
company employees conduct business is also included within these rules. The
question Sun Tzu poses is, “Which side carries out rules and orders more
thoroughly?” (Sun Tzu 39) How effective are policies and procedures if the staff
and employees do not follow them? Using shortcuts or refusal to follow policies
and procedures bypasses your network’s security and potentially leads to
exposures. For example, a company’s policy states that putting a hole in a
firewall must go through the change control process and a review by the security
team. The procedure states that a risk analysis of this hole be provided along
with specific steps to open the hole. This is a sound policy and procedure that
prevents potential mistakes that could expose the network to unnecessary risk.
One day the firewall administrator receives a walk-up request to allow Internet
Relay Chat (IRC) so the individual can participate in an on-line conversation.
The individual has the correct credentials to open this service, but is very busy.
Rather than fill out all the paperwork, they just open the port to allow all traffic
through the firewall. Unfortunately, in the administrator’s haste, they allow all
IRC to traverse the firewall and has opened a major hole in the network’s
security. While conducting the network survey, examine the company’s policies
and procedures, as well as, the execution of them. In addition to policies
delineating what can and can not be done, security policies should address
roles and responsibilities.
Separation of Duties is a key concept that should be adopted into all security
practices. Separation of duties is the, “dividing of roles and responsibilities so
that a single individual cannot subvert a critical process.” (Vallabhaneni 142)
Ensuring that no one position has absolute power over the operating
environment minimizes the risk of a total compromise from within the
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
organization.
Security policies also apply to the user community. Appropriate use policies
governing email, Internet usage, and personal computers provide a framework
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for how the users can conduct business. These policies should be concise and
understandable. User’s attention will begin to wane after a few pages. These
individuals are the weakest link in your security program, due to their lack of
knowledge.
Setting the rules is only half the picture. Rules are useless without
enforcement. Sun Tzu realized this to be a critical issue, “Which side has
clearer rewards and punishments?” (Sun Tzu 39) Frederick Avolio also
addresses this concern,
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“Security policies alone have no teeth. Corporate management
support supplies that. If senior management does not support
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There is a balance, however. You do not want to inspire a climate of fear. The
operating environment’s primary purpose is to enable employees to conduct
business more efficiently. Striking the balance between efficiency and security
is the key.
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These policies should also detail what is to be protected. Identifying critical
computer assets, classifying risks and threats is the step prior to establishing
your network security defenses.
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Weapons: Establishing Defenses
Your security program now has it’s management in place. The security staff is
hired and formal training plans are in place. The company’s security policy is
formalized and critical assets have been identified. The next area to address is
the protection of the critical assets within your infrastructure. In war, whether
conventional or cyber, victory is determined by the army with the best weapons
and people. Sun Tzu asked a simple question when evaluating competing
armies as to who the victor will be, “Which side has stronger weapons and
people?” (Sun Tzu 39) As we addressed earlier, having strong leadership and
trained staff is essential. The second part of the equation are the weapons that
the army uses.
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Your first line of defense against external intruders is your perimeter defense
which includes firewalls, access control lists, and physical access control. The
purpose of perimeter defense is to, “build a virtual wall around the network,
controlling and securing all access into and out of it.” (“Thinking” 2) How does a
firewall contribute to this goal? According to the article, “Thinking About
Firewalls”,
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
“the purpose of the firewall is to prevent unauthorized users from
accessing computing resources on a private network, and
sometimes to prevent unnoticed and unauthorized export of
proprietary information.” (“Thinking” 1)
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Access Control Lists (ACLs), much like firewalls, govern accessibility to
information or assets. ACLs can be placed on specific interfaces on a network
segment, virtual private network tunnels, or other types of secure connections.
The best technical perimeter countermeasures can be circumvented if an
intruder gains physical access. Access badges that restrict entry to network and
server operations, security guards, and locked computer cabinets are common
physical access control measures. According to an article by Allen, no
perimeter security is infallible, so additional layers of security are needed,
“Intrusion Detection is needed because firewalls cannot provide complete
protection against intrusion. Experience teaches us never to rely on a single
defense line or technique.” (Allen 15)
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Sun Tzu realized, as savvy security managers do today, that security does not
eliminate risk; rather it reduces the risk to a point that is acceptable to the type
of information they are protecting. An interior alarm system functions as a
safety net for when perimeter security fails. Intrusion detection systems (IDS)
are the cyberspace equivalent of physical security alarm systems. According to
the white paper “State of the Practice of Intrusion Detection Technologies“, “the
goal of intrusion detection is to positively identify all true attacks and negatively
identify all non-attacks.” (Allen 7)
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IDS comes in two forms: network and host based. Network based IDS scans
network traffic searching for abnormal activity or known attack signatures. If an
intruder is able to circumvent your perimeter security, the network IDS will be
looking for them. Host based IDS resides on critical assets. These sensors
watch for tell-tale signs of operating system and file integrity compromise.
Some of the tell-tale signs that host based IDS look for are: account alterations,
failed logins, and file system tampering. File integrity checks if critical files have
been altered. This is usually done on files that contain information that rarely
changes, but must be accurate. Web pages and price lists are some files that
are commonly monitored this way. Alarm systems are quite effective in
notifying the appropriate people when an attack is occurring, if the system is
being monitored. The company must address manning of these systems 24
hours a day. Managed Service Providers are a good alternative for in-house
monitoring. There are some types of attacks that IDS can not detect; mainly
these are considered “asynchronous” attacks.
Asynchronous attacks are not under the direct control of an intruder. These are
no less damaging than directed attacks. A very common asynchronous attack
is the use of email borne viruses. Viruses are computer programs that execute
without the knowledge of the user of the system. Email is a wonderful delivery
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traffic for attacks. The hidden code of viruses, very often, contain malicious
commands that can compromise or destroy the victimized computer. Anti-virus
software combats these viruses in multiple tiers of defense. Anti Virus
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appliances can reside on email servers, client servers, and even network based
appliances to search for virus signatures and prevent infestation. Host based
IDS can also combat viruses, when they activate the malicious code. If the virus
attempts to tamper with the operating system, the host based IDS will detect the
attack. All these tools to defend your network are very effective when used
together, as long as they are maintained.
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Sun Tzu wrote that regular maintenance of these weapons is of utmost
importance. This is very true with information security tools as well. Since
these tools are written by humans, they are susceptible to mistakes which are
called bugs. Bugs can lead to vulnerabilities that an attacker can exploit to gain
access. Manufacturers are constantly fixing these bugs with updated code
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patches to reduce the chances of being exploited. New attacks and viruses are
cropping up every day, as the October 2000 article “Improving the Security of
Networked Systems” addressed:
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“...evolving attack methods and software vulnerabilities continually
introduce new threats to an organization’s installed technology and
systems. Thus, even vigilant, security-conscious organizations
discover that security starts to degrade almost immediately after
fixes, workarounds, and newly installed technology are put in
place.” (Allen)
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Anti-virus and IDS signatures need to be updated very frequently to
counter these new threats. The focus of our weapons thus far has been
against external intruders; however internal users need to be monitored
as well.
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All users must login to the network before they are able to access company
information stored on central servers. The login process includes
authentication, that is validating the identification of the user and determine what
activities they are permitted to conduct. Username and passwords are the most
common method of authentication. The username identifies the individual while
the password, a secret word or string of characters, validates that identity. The
problem with this authentication mechanism is the assumption that the secret
password remains secret. The individual could tell someone the password or it
could be easy for an intruder to guess. Knowing both the username and
password of another individual and using those credentials for your own
activities is known as identity theft. To reduce the risk of this occurring, stronger
authentication mechanisms should be employed. The common theme with
authentication mechanisms is that the user has something and knows
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machine;
card and know the PIN number. The combination of the two identifies and
validates your identification and lets you withdrawal money from your account.
With one-time passwords, the use of a token is the “something you have”. It is
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usually a credit card sized device that displays a number. This number will
change periodically. When authenticating, the use of the number with the
“something you know”, a password, provides a stronger form of authentication.
The process of logging in should be monitored for failed attempts, logins during
non-work hours, or other suspicious activity.
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The key to all these tools is to fit within the security framework you have
established thus far. Technology should not be implemented without integrating
it properly with your existing infrastructure. Not all tools are appropriate for all
operating environments. Now that the defenses are in place, you need to look
at the worst case scenario: all your defenses are defeated.
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The best laid defenses will eventually fail. When that happens, the security
team needs to turn to preexisting battle plans. Two of the most important plans
are a disaster recovery plan and an incident response plan. Disaster recovery
addresses what happens after a natural or man-made disaster. The scope of
this plan greatly depends on type of business and information the company has
identified as critical. Remember those critical assets? This plan should
address each of those assets and how their services can be restored. Sun Tzu
realized the need for flexibility when it came to these factors, “Which side takes
better advantage of the cyclic natural occurrences and the geographical
factors?” (Sun Tzu 39) The disaster plan needs to be general enough to
address any type of disaster, yet specific enough to give direction in a time of
crisis. “To avert potential contingencies and disasters or minimize the damage
they cause organizations can take steps early to control the event.”
(Vallabhaneni 337). The plan should follow three basic steps: preliminary
emergency response, recovery actions, and resumption of service for critical
systems. (340) This plan needs to be practiced and continually updated. As
your networking environment changes, the disaster recovery plan evolves as
well.
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Like the disaster recovery plan, the incident response plan needs to be in place
before it is needed. The critical steps that should be included in the incident
response plan are: regain control of the situation, analyze the intrusion, recover
from the incident, improve your security to prevent the same type of attack,
reconnect to the Internet, and update the security policy to reflect changes.
(“Steps” 1) Entire books discuss the creation of these types of plans; it is critical
that both Disaster Recovery and Incident Response are addressed in depth. If
your company waits until an incident or disaster occurs, it will be too late and all
the work accomplished in the previous steps will be for nothing.
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Tying it all together
Sun Tzu’s final comments on this subject were,
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“All generals have to learn these five in their entirety. Those who
know them will be victorious. Those who do not know them will
not be victorious. Then, they are verified through surveys to assess
their status.” (Sun Tzu 38)
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All five of the areas are critical, but it is not a one-time effort. Security is a
process, not a product. When you complete the five steps, reassess them on a
recurrent basis. Networks are not static entities, they continually evolve with
your business. Periodic vulnerability and risk assessments should be a
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After comparing Sun Tzu’s teachings with fundamental competencies in
information security, it is clear that warfare strategies are quite applicable. A
wise historian once stated that he who does not learn from history, is doomed to
repeat the mistakes of the past. When creating a new security program or
reevaluating your existing program, look at the five areas of Sun Tzu’s teachings:
Leadership, Soldiers, Rules, Weapons, and War Plans.
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